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EECS 16A

Designing Information Devices and Systems I

Midterm 1

Spring 2019

Exam Location: Kroeber Hall 160 (Last Name: AAA-Cui)
P RINT your student ID:
,

P RINT AND S IGN your name:
(last name)

(first name)

(signature)

P RINT time of your Monday section and the GSI’s name:
P RINT time of your Wednesday section and the GSI’s name:

Name and SID of the person to your left:
Name and SID of the person to your right:
Name and SID of the person in front of you:
Name and SID of the person behind you:
1. What is one of your hobbies? (1 point)

2. Tell us about something that makes you happy. (1 point)

Do not turn this page until the proctor tells you to do so. You may work on the questions above.
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Extra page for scratchwork.
Work on this page will NOT be graded.
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3. Quadcopter (12 points)
Thanks to the amazing linear algebra and circuits skills you learned in EE 16A, you have been hired by a
local startup, BearQuad, a hot new delivery service that brings food to customers across the UC Berkeley
campus via quadcopter. You have been tasked with developing a way to determine the thrust force each
propeller must produce for the quadcopter to hover based on physical constraints on the quadcopter.
You decide to go with the standard quadcopter design with four propellers, each spinning as shown in
Figure ??. Each propeller is ` away from the center of mass of the quadcopter.
Next, you formulate some equations to describe the dynamics of the quadcopter, which are listed in Figure ??. For the quadcopter to hover, the sum of the thrust forces ( f1 , f2 , f3 , and f4 ) must equal the weight
of the quadcopter and its payload ( fW ). Furthermore, for the quadcopter to reach a certain orientation, the
propellers must achieve specific torques (nx , ny , and nz ) about each of the x-, y-, and z-axes, and these torques
are functions of the propeller forces. In the nz equation, k is an experimentally-determined constant, and the
sign in front of k depends on the direction the propeller is spinning.

fW = f1 + f2 + f3 + f4
nx = −` f1 + ` f3
ny = ` f 2 − ` f 4
nz = −k f1 + k f2 − k f3 + k f4

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the quadcopter design.

Figure 3.2: Quadcopter dynamics equations.

(a) (2 points) Using the equations you determined about the quadcopter dynamics and in terms of l and k,
find a matrix A such that



 
fW
f1
 nx 
 f2 
  = A 
 ny 
 f3 
nz
f4
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(b) (4 points) Regardless of your answer in the previous part, assume that after you measure the constants
` and k, you get the following for matrix A:



10
10
10
10
 −2
2
2
−2

A=
 2
2
−2 −2
−0.1 0.1 −0.1 0.1
The matrix A converts individual thrust forces to fW and the torques. However, as explained in the
preamble to this problem, your task is to get the individual forces from fW and the torques. Let a new
matrix B convert the total force and torques to the individual forces such that
 
 
f1
fW
 f2 
 nx 
  = B 
 f3 
 ny 
f4
nz
Does this matrix B exist? Justify using Gaussian Elimination.
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(c) (6 points) You show your design to your boss. Wanting to be different from other quadcopter companies, your boss suggests you switch the spinning directions for propellers 3 and 4. This switches the
signs on the f3 and f4 terms in the equation for nz but leaves the other equations unchanged. Thus, the
dynamics equations become the following:
fW = f1 + f2 + f3 + f4
nx = −` f1 + ` f3
ny = ` f 2 − ` f 4
nz = −k f1 + k f2 + k f3 − k f4
Make a new matrix A in terms of ` and k based on this change. Would you be able to uniquely determine the individual forces on each propeller if you switch the spinning directions of propellers
3 and 4? Explain.
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4. Batman (12 points)
You are the Batman. Your arch-nemesis, the Penguin, has released a swarm of 500 poisonous mechanical
penguins in Gotham City. Each timestep, each penguin will move to a different location in Gotham City,
cycling between Arkham Asylum, Wayne Industries, and the Batcave.
You have at your disposal 500 flying nanobots that are capable of turning off the penguins. However, each
nanobot can only turn off one penguin, so we must send the exact number of nanobots as there are penguins
at each location in order to defeat the Penguin.
Let a be the number of penguins in Arkham Asylum, w the number in Wayne Industries, and b the number
in the Batcave.
 
a
We denote ~x = w.
b
(a) (8 points) Your casual acquaintance, Bruce Wayne, has provided you with two sensors to help you. Let
t1 denote the total number of penguins in Arkham Asylum and Wayne Industries, which is measured
by sensor 1. Let t2 denote the total number of penguins in Wayne Industries plus two times the number
in the Batcave, which is measured by sensor 2.
i. (2 points) Write a system of equations to solve for the number of penguins at each location.
Express it in matrix form, A~x = ~b.
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ii. (4 points) Find a basis for the nullspace of A.

iii. (2 points) Given this nullspace, can we find the exact number of penguins at each location? Explain your answer.
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(b) (4 points) Desperate, you turn to the Riddler for help. He promises to give you an antidote for the
penguin poison if you prove the following:
Let U and V be n × n matrices. If UV = 0, prove that every vector in col(V) is in nul(U).
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5. Intro to Intro to Quantum Computing (18 points)
Concepts from linear algebra show up everywhere, and one of the more interesting applications is in quantum mechanics. In particular, "spin", a fundamental property of a particle and the foundation of quantum
computing, can be described using vectors. Your TAs Nick and Ryan want to make a quantum computer,
and are trying to understand spin, but they need your help!
Spin states can be represented as a 2-element vector. A particle like an electron can have a state of either
spin up (represented as ~χ+ ), or spin down (represented as ~χ− ) which turn out to be eigenvectors of a special
matrix called a spin matrix (represented as S). Their corresponding eigenvalues are also important, and tell
you the spin value for that particle. There are multiple spin matrices, but we will look at just two of them.
We’ll leave their significance for Physics 137A.
(a) (4 points) In order to help them out, we first want to explain to Nick and Ryan that to find the possible
spin states and spin values for a given spin matrix, we just need to find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of that matrix. Assume we are given the spin matrix Sx , as shown below

Sx =

0
h̄
2

h̄
2



0

where h̄ is a constant.
Find the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the above matrix.
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(b) (5 points) Unfortunately, quantum mechanics has a lot of randomness. When you measure the spin, you
will get one eigenvector or the other, but until then you can’t know what you will get. This is because
spin state vectors are always linear combinations of spin up/down vectors before measurement. To
reiterate:
Any possible unmeasured spin state vector, ~γ, is a linear combination of the spin up and spin
down vectors ( ~χ+ and ~χ− ).
If we know ~γ, then we can still determine which eigenvector we’re more likely to get after we measure
the spin. If we have a state ~γ = a~χ+ + b~χ− then the likelihood of finding the particle in the spin
up state is |a|2 and is |b|2 for the spin down state.
Let’s take a look at how this works with a different spin matrix Sz , shown below.
 h̄

0
Sz =
0 − h̄2



2

with eigenvector/eigenvalue pairs
 
 
h̄
h̄
0
1
, λ− = − )
(~χ+ =
, λ+ = ) and (~χ− =
1
0
2
2
Where h̄ is a constant. Nick has an electron in an initial state ~γ that he hasn’t measured yet and he
wants to know what to expect.
 
3
1
, determine which spin is more likely, up or down, and
For the initial unmeasured state ~γ = 5
4
determine the probability (|a|2 or |b|2 ) for that spin.
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(c) (4 points) The previous part tells you what spin state (and therefore spin value) to expect after a single
measurement, but sometimes we’re more concerned with the average measurement.
For a real-valued ~γ you can determine what the average expected spin value is by computing
~γ T Sz~γ.
Now Ryan wants to know what the average expected spin value of Nick’s electron is.
What is the average expected spin value for the state ~γ in part (b)?

(d) (5 points) Now let’s show something more general. In quantum mechanics, the energy of a system is
given by Schrodinger’s Equation,
~ = eψ
~
Hψ
where e is a constant that represents the energy of the system, and is the eigenvalue corresponding to
~ . We often want to measure the energy of a system to determine which state it’s
the state eigenvector ψ
in, but it’s not always so simple.
~ 1 and ψ
~ 2 have the same eigenvalue e, then any linear
Show that for matrix H, if two states ψ
combination of the two has the same eigenvalue e.
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6. The Carp and the Dragons (16 points)
According to legend, there exists a magical river full of carp. Every year on January 1st, there is a special
competition where each carp swims its hardest upstream, and those that successfully reach the top of the
river become dragons. Every year on this day, 3/5 of the carp succeed, 1/10 perish during the arduous trip,
and 3/10 give up but escape with their lives intact. On the other hand, 1/4 of the existing dragons die of old
age. These transitions are represented in the diagram below:
3/4
3/10

Carp

3/5

Dragons




xC
(a) (2 point) If ~x =
is a vector where xC and xD are the number of carp and dragons, express the
xD
change in ~x on January 1st as a matrix A. In other words, if ~x is the vector before the contest, then A~x
is the vector after the contest.
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(b) (2 point) In addition to the contest, over the course of one year, the dragons reproduce, and 4/5 of the
dragons give birth to one carp each (dragons can only give birth to carp). On the other hand, 1/7 of
the carp perish due to the harsh river conditions. The transitions are represented in the diagram below:
1
6/7

Carp

4/5

Dragons

Write down a matrix B representing this change.






1/5
0
1/3 1/3
(c) (4 points) Regardless of your previous answers, let A =
and B =
. Suppose
7/10 3/4
0
1
that every year, we have the contest in (a) on Jan 1st, as well as the reproduction in (b) that occurs
during the rest of the year. If ~x is the carp-dragon vector on December 31st, 2019, find the matrix C
such that C~x is the carp-dragon vector on December 31st, 2020.
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1/2 1/4
(d) (8 points) Regardless of your answers above, let C =
. Suppose the pattern in (c) repeats
1/2 3/4
every year, and we start with 900 carp and 0 dragons on December 31, 2019. Will the number of
carp and dragons settle to some steady state? Please justify your answer. Furthermore, if the numbers
do stabilize, please find the number of carp and dragons on December 31st in some year far into the
future.
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7. Three Dimensions of a Virtual Reality System (19 points)
A virtual reality (VR) game developer is attempting to build a set of basis vectors to represent every point
in R3 .
(a) (6 points) After coming up with a set of three basis vectors in R3 and storing them in a 3 × 3 matrix A,
a power outage erased one element of every basis vector, i.e.


1 0 t
A =  t 1 −1 ,
1 t −1
where t ∈ R represents the number that was erased. Due to program restrictions, only one unique value
for t can be substituted back into the erased elements to recover the set of basis vectors. The game developer is however not familiar with linear algebra. Using your understanding of linear independence,
provide the game developer with the set of all possible real number values of t that they can use
to ensure that A’s columns make up a set of basis vectors.
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(b) (7 points) The game developer now decides to test the game on the VR headset, which operates using
a proprietary processor chip. In order to operate at a faster speed using lower power consumption, the
processor calculates its own set of basis vectors ~w1 , ~w2 , and ~w3 using the developer’s basis vectors as
inputs. It denotes the input basis vectors as some arbitrary vectors ~v1 , ~v2 , and ~v3 , and then calculates
its own set of three basis vectors ~w1 , ~w2 , and ~w3 such that
~w1 =~v1
~w2 = b~v3 −~v2
~w3 =~v1 + a~v2 +~v3 ,
where a, b ∈ R. The VR headset operating system asks that you specify what a and b must be so that
~w1 , ~w2 , and ~w3 make up a set of basis vectors given any arbitrary basis vectors ~v1 , ~v2 , and ~v3 . Knowing
that~v1 ,~v2 , and~v3 are three arbitrary vectors that are linearly independent, provide the game developer
with the set of all real number values of a and b such that ~w1 , ~w2 , and ~w3 make up a set of basis
vectors. [Hint: the scalars a and b multiply every element of the vectors~v2 and~v3 , respectively, so it is
possible to represent every vector as a scalar symbolically, and compactly write the system as follows:]




(~v1 )
(~w1 )
(~w2 ) = A (~v2 ) ,
(~v3 )
(~w3 )
where A is a 3 × 3 matrix.
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(c) (6 points) For this part, let a = 1 and b = −2 in A from Part (b) [Hint: the pair of values a = 1 and
b = −2 should be included in your answer to Part (b), i.e.]


1 0
0
A = 0 −1 −2 .
1 1
1
In other words, assume that the values for a and b comprise the following system of equations:

 


(~w1 )
1 0
0
(~v1 )
(~w2 ) = 0 −1 −2 (~v2 ) .
(~w3 )
1 1
1
(~v3 )
The game developer would now like to have a matrix B that they can use to recover~v1 ,~v2 , and~v3 given
~w1 , ~w2 , and ~w3 via a simple matrix vector multiply. To elaborate, the game developers would like a
3 × 3 matrix B that satisfies the following:




(~v1 )
(~w1 )
(~v2 ) = B (~w2 ) .
(~v3 )
(~w3 )
What is B?
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8. Population Stabilization(21 points)
After a large forest fire, an area of the California forest has burnt down. We would like to reintroduce
populations of Bears, Trees, and Beavers into the burnt down forest. However, we need to be careful how
many of each species to introduce into the area. Luckily, a team of conservationists have observed the
number of each animal over time, and come up with a model shown below:
2
3

2
3

1
10

Bears

Trees

1
5

1
3

Beavers

2
3

(a) (3 Points) Given the state vector ~x shown below, we can represent the evolution of the system with the
matrix equation shown below:



xr [k]
~x[k] =  xt [k]  ,~x[k + 1] = A~x[k]
xv [k]
where xr [k], xt [k] and xv [k] represents the number of Bears, Trees, and Beavers at a specific time step t.
Given the diagram above, find the matrix A that represents this system. Is this system conservative?
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(b) (10 Points) It turns out, an intern made a mistake counting the number of Bears. The conservationists
went back and updated their model, this time they have provided you with a matrix B that represents
the system.




 


1 0 0 xr [k]
xr [k + 1]
xr [k]
~x[k + 1] =  xt [k + 1]  = B  xt [k]  = 0 12 1   xt [k] 
xv [k + 1]
xv [k]
xv [k]
0 1 12
Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix.
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(c) (8 Points) It turns out the conservationists made a mistake again. Apologetic, this time they provide
you with the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C that represents the system:
 

  
  
1
1
0
1
λ1 = 2,~v1 = 1 , λ2 = 1,~v2 = 1 , λ3 = ,~v3 = 1
2
2
1
1
You are trying to select the number of the bears, trees, and beavers to introduce in the forest, that is,
you are trying to find a vector ~x[0].
i. (4 Points) Describe the set of vectors V1 such that if ~x[0] was an element of V1 , then the total
number of animals in this system to would eventually go to 0. Does the set of vectors form a
subspace of R3 ? Simply state whether the set of vectors form a subspace or not, you do not need
to provide a proof.

ii. (4 Points) Describe the set of vectors V2 such that if ~x[0] was an element of V2 , then the total
number of animals in this system grows unbounded. Does the set of vectors form a subspace of
R3 ? Simply state whether the set of vectors form a subspace or not, you do not need to provide a
proof.
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Doodle page!
Draw us something if you want or give us suggestions, compliments, or complaints.
You can also use this page to report anything suspicious that you might have noticed.
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